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Vaccine formulations on the basis of nano- (NP) or microparticles (MP) can solve issues 

with stabilization, controlled release, and poor immunogenicity of antigens. Likewise 

transcutaneous immunization (TCI) promises superior immunogenicity as well as the 

advantages of needle-free application compared with conventional intramuscular 

injections. Thus the combination of both strategies seems to be a very valuable 

approach. However, until now TCI using particle based vaccine formulations has made 

no impact on medical practice. One of the main difficulties is that NPs and MPs cannot 

penetrate the skin to an extent that would allow the application of the required dose of 

antigen. This is due to the formidable stratum corneum (SC) barrier, the limited amount 

of antigen in the formulation and often an insufficient immunogenicity. A multitude of 
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strategies are currently under investigation to overcome these issues. We highlight 

selected methods presenting a spectrum of solutions ranging from transfollicular 

delivery, to devices disrupting the SC barrier and the combination of particle based 

vaccines with adjuvants discussing their advantages and shortcomings. Some of these 

are currently at an experimental state while others are already in clinical testing. All 

methods have been shown to be capable of transcutaneous antigen delivery.

Introduction

Infectious diseases impose a serious threat to public health worldwide. Among the strategies to fight 

infections only vaccination has the potential to eradicate the disease (the World Health Organization, 

WHO, certified the eradication of smallpox in 1979). New, safe, efficient, and cheap vaccination 

strategies are desperately needed to meet the needs of a growing population in developing countries as 

well as the challenges of fast spreading infectious diseases due to global traffic (e.g., 2009 swine flu 

pandemics).

Particle based vaccine formulations for TCI address several key issues in vaccination today. First 

of all TCI has been shown to induce superior immune responses as compared with systemic vaccines 

and to hold the potential to convey mucosal immunity.  This is highly desirable to prevent microbial 

pathogens from entering the body through mucosal surfaces and thus block disease at a very early stage.  

This will also help to reduce the risk of horizontal transmission from infected individuals to susceptible 

hosts.

Many  of  the  current  strategies  for  TCI  (e.g.,  micro-needles,  Gene  gun,  PowderJect,  skin 

abrasion),  reduce  the  protective  SC barrier  for  a  significant  time  to  facilitate  the  absorption  of  the 

vaccine.  This  makes  them  suboptimal  for  mass  vaccination  campaigns  under  critical  hygienic 

conditions. Particle based formulations are an interesting alternative to this. Needle free strategies are at 

the forefront to combat vaccination-related transmitted diseases due to sharing of needles or needle stick 
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accidents.

Over the past decade,  particulate carriers have emerged as an attractive delivery strategy for 

antigens and adjuvants. Particle based formulations combine several desirable aspects which make them 

very  attractive  for  antigen  encapsulation.  Vaccine  antigens  are  often  difficult  biological  entities, 

including DNA, peptides, proteins, attenuated viruses, microorganism fragments. (Nano)encapsulation 

can improve the stability, facilitate absorption and also increase antigenicity by mimicking the size of 

microorganisms.

The co-delivery of adjuvants is tantamount to increase the immunogenicity of the antigen and 

may allow a reduction of the antigen dose. In the context of vaccination so-called dose sparing allows 

reaching more people when limited amount of vaccine antigen is available such as in global pandemics. 

Furthermore, vaccines with higher efficiency are also needed to enable protection of immunosuppressed 

and elderly patients. Importantly, by choosing the right adjuvant it is possible to polarize the immune 

response in a predetermined direction and convey mucosal immunity.

However,  until  now TCI  using  particle  based  vaccine  formulations  has  made  no impact  on 

medical practice. One of the main difficulties is that NPs cannot penetrate the skin to an extent that 

would allow the application  of the required dose of antigen.  This  is  due to the formidable  stratum 

corneum  (SC)  barrier,  the  limited  amount  of  antigen  in  the  formulation  and  often  an  insufficient 

immunogenicity. A multitude of strategies are currently under investigation to overcome these issues. 

We highlight selected methods presenting a spectrum of solutions ranging from transfollicular delivery, 

to  devices  disrupting  the SC barrier  and the combination  of  particle  based vaccines  with adjuvants 

discussing their advantages and shortcomings. Some of these are currently at an experimental state while 

others are already in clinical testing. All methods have been shown to be capable of transcutaneous 

antigen delivery.

Absorption Routes of Nanoparticles Applied to the Skin
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One of the main challenges in TCI is that the vaccine antigens need to overcome the SC barrier in order 

to reach the Langerhans cells (LCs) in the epidermis which act as antigen presenting cells (APCs). Intact 

human skin is widely impermeable to solid NPs and MPs. Ultra-flexible liposomes are an exception to 

this rule. Due to the addition of edge activators such as surfactants and/or ethanol they are able to 

change shape and squeeze through the lipid channels of the SC, supposedly following an osmotic 

gradient.1,2[REMOVED HYPERLINK FIELD] Ultra-flexible liposomes have been used foremost for 

encapsulating protein antigens.3,4[REMOVED HYPERLINK FIELD] By including positively charged 

lipids in the formulation they become amenable to complexing nucleotide based drugs and thus may be 

an alternative for DNA vaccination.5-7 For a more extensive overview the reader is referred to some 

recent reviews.8,9 Furthermore, ultra-small NPs with sizes less than 10 nm can enter the SC to a low 

and highly variable extent.10 The toxicity and lack of biodegradability of quantum dots, metal or metal 

oxide NPs notwithstanding, ultra-small NPs are not suitable for drug delivery and vaccination purposes 

due to the extremely small amount of drug or antigen which can be loaded onto these particles. Also due 

to their low and variable degree of penetration such formulations would probably require some active 

means of penetration enhancement to enable delivery of a suitable dose.

Nanoparticles for Transfollicular Vaccination

Polymeric NPs as well as lipid carriers which are often in the size range of a few 100 nm are especially 

interesting delivery systems for the purpose of TCI. Nonflexible NPs which are applied onto the skin 

migrate into the hair follicle openings by a size-selective mechanism (Fig. 1A).11 The hair follicle is a 

promising target for TCI without compromising the skin barrier.12 Interestingly, the trans-follicular 

route is a common pathway for the invasion of allergens such as pollen grains.13 First evidence for the 

importance of the transfollicular route for transcutaneous vaccine delivery came from differences 

observed between hairy and nude mice.14 At least for DNA vaccines the hair cycle state also seems to 

determine the successful transfection.15 Inside the hair follicles antigen uptake by the rich pool of peri-
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follicular antigen presenting cells (APCs) is facilitated due to the absence of a SC barrier in the lower 

follicular orifice.16 Therefore this delivery strategy does not require application of any further measures 

which would reduce the skin barrier. It seems that transfollicular delivery elicits a CD8+ biased response 

which is recommendable for combating intracellular microbes and developing vaccines against cancer 

and virus infections.17 We showed that transfollicular delivery of the nano-encapsulated model antigen 

ovalbumin (OVA) elicited similar proliferation of OVA specific CD4+ T cells as an i.m. injection of the 

same dose of soluble antigen in an adoptive transfer model.12 Nano-encapsulation into polymeric NPs 

improved the delivery of OVA into the hair follicles on excised pig ears by a factor of 2.5–3 compared 

with OVA in solution and protected OVA from cleavage or aggregation so that it maintained its 

biological activity to a high degree during storage and shipping.12 As an important outcome of the study 

we observed in vitro as well as in vivo an intrinsic adjuvanticity of the NPs which was also influenced 

by the polymer material used.12 The effect can probably be enhanced and directed by the combination 

or co-encapsulation of adjuvants into the formulation. As hair follicles cover only 0.1% of the skin 

surface trans-follicular delivery has long been discussed to be negligible. It was demonstrated however 

that the capacity of hair follicles is similar to that of the SC.18 Lademann et al. showed that NPs 

penetrated more efficient into the hair follicles than solutions and form a depot in the follicle that 

persists for more than one week.19 Still a big issue with transfollicular application is the loss of 

formulation on the skin surface. Consequently a higher amount of vaccine would be required to achieve 

delivery of the required dose, which will need to be optimized in the future to make transfollicular 

vaccination a real alternative.

Facilitated Absorption Methods

Particle based vaccines benefit from any form of skin pre-treatment which reduces or removes the SC or 

any mechanical or electrical application method which transfers them into the epidermis by force (for 

review see also20). Occlusion or chemical penetration enhancers, while enhancing permeation of 
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molecules by several folds due to influencing molecular partition and/or diffusion coefficients, have 

very little effect on the permeability of particles.21 Apart from facilitating invasion the barrier 

disruption additionally causes a non-specific immunostimulation.22 Often these facilitating methods 

require special devices. Important points to consider in this context include (1) cost for devices, (2) ease 

and reproducibility of use also by non-trained personnel (e.g., in a pandemic or for mass vaccination in 

developmental countries lacking medical infrastructure), (3) severity and area of barrier disruption, time 

scale of barrier recovery which are connected to the risk of invasion of pathogens through the superficial 

wound. The severity of these issues varies depending on the type of vaccination which is aspired. 

Naturally the tendency to tolerate risk is higher with therapeutic vaccines than with prophylactic 

immunizations.

For example mechanical abrasion of the SC across a large area may be acceptable to improve the 

permeability of an HIV vaccine. In the DermaVir patch plasmid DNA encoding for 15 HIV antigens is 

complexed with mannosylated positively charged polyethylene imine to form particles with sizes of 80–

400 nm.23 Mannosylation in this  case facilitates  the uptake of the particles  by APCs. The patch is 

applied onto skin sites (2–8 areas 80 cm2 each on the back and the thighs) which are previously being 

abraded with a  DermaPrep medical  sponge (Fig. 1B).24,25 In phase II  clinical  trials  the  patch was 

applied to HIV infected individuals on combination antiretroviral therapy (cART).24,25 The treatment 

was  well  tolerated  also  in  a  dose  escalation  study;  mostly  side  effects  were  limited  to  mild  local  

irritation.24,25 The vaccination increased CD-8+ cell counts and may enable intermission of cART.24

Devices such as jet-injectors (Fig. 1C) or gene guns may relatively easily be compatible with 

particle based vaccine formulations. The principle relies on the generation of a jet of liquid or powder 

formulation  which  is  propelled  into  the  skin  with  great  force.  Dry  formulations  have  considerable 

stability advantages. Depending on volume and injection depth a small amount of pain or bleeding and a 

relatively strong local inflammation may occur.26 Immunogenicity is reported to be higher or equal to 

classic  vaccine  application.26,27 The history of  using jet-injectors  for  vaccination  goes  back to  the 
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1950s.28 Problems with cases of hepatitis  B which were transmitted person-to-person by multi-dose 

injectors were overcome by next generation devices which may either be prefilled for single use or come 

with exchangeable cartridges.29

As  a  third  technology  with  great  potential  to  facilitate  the  absorption  of  NPs  microneedles 

(Fig. 1D),  either  solid,  hollow,  or  biodegradable,  should  be  mentioned.  They  can  be  used  for 

pretreatment (e.g., Derma Roller) or as a leave on patch which also delivers the formulation. Although 

not needle-free they reduce sharps associated issues. In contrast to intradermal injections (including the 

prefilled  syringe  system  BD  soluvia  which  is  approved  in  Europe  for  influenza  vaccination) 

microneedles  only  reach  the  epidermis,  stay  above  the  dermal  nerve  endings  and  avoid  pain.  The 

particles can indeed be integrated in the microneedle arrays. DeMuth et al. constructed a system made 

from  biodegradable  antigen  loaded  MPs.30 MPs  made  of  poly(lactide-co-glycolide)  (PLGA)  were 

embedded in water soluble poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) which actually forms the microneedles.30 Upon 

insertion into the skin, PAA dissolves; the microneedles themselves disintegrate and leave a depot of 

MPs providing controlled release of the antigen.30 This design may enable separate delivery of a fast 

(from the matrix) and a slowly available dose (from the MPs, in mice MP-associated fluorescence was 

demonstrated up to 10 d after microneedle insertion at the site of injection).30 Likewise the system 

could be advanced to deliver initial and booster doses of the vaccine in a single application.

Intrinsic Adjuvant Effect—Influence of Particle Properties

While for most applications NPs should be inert, that means that complement activation is not desirable, 

an immuno-stimulatory effect of the nano-formulation may be a benefit for vaccination purposes. 

Various properties such as size, surface charge and material properties play a vital role in shaping an 

immune response. A wide variety of particulate systems, including liposomes, virosomes, 

nanocomplexes and polymer based carriers are being investigated, all showing a different 

immunological outcome. For example, a particle based vaccine formulation may be capable of 
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provoking a strong humoral response but fail to generate cellular responses. This might be due to 

different particle properties.

It is widely accepted that particle based vaccine delivery systems are more immunogenic than 

soluble antigen as particulate system mimic the size and structure of a pathogen. Among others this is 

due to the enhanced uptake by APCs. Carrier size also plays an important role in determining the type of 

response induced.31 Recently, Mottram et al. showed that small differences in particle size (20–200 nm) 

influence the cytokine balance after a single immunization, showing that particle size in the range of 40–

49  nm  induces  type  1  (cellular)  responses  and  larger  particles  with  93–123  nm  inducing  type  2 

(humoral)  responses.32 These  findings  are  especially  noteworthy  while  considering  strategies  of 

immunization against viruses where cellular responses are required.

Surface charge of the particles is another vital property which not only determines the stability of 

particles but plays  an important  role in contributing the immuno-regulatory effect  of the particulate 

systems. With respect to TCI, Rancan et al. showed that positively charged particulate systems seem to 

be taken up better by LCs due to electrostatic interactions with cell membrane eventually favoring their 

internalization.33 Moreover, Ma et al. showed even the appropriate surface charge density is crucial to 

have an effective and efficacious immune-regulatory effect.34

Finally, particle material may influence immunogenicity. The main function of a material is to 

stabilize  the antigen  by protecting  it  from the surrounding biological  conditions,  to  slow down the 

clearance of antigens and to enhance delivery to APCs with design constraints such as biodegradability 

and biocompatibility. One strategy is to use materials extracted from microbial (e.g., total polar lipid 

extract  from  archae  bacteria,  or  poly-γ-glutamic  acid35,36)  to  formulate  particulate  carriers. 

Interestingly, the materials themselves do not show adjuvant properties when delivered as solution but 

when  formulated  as  particulate  carrier  they  upregulated  cytokine  responses  and  MHC  molecules, 

suggesting  that  particulate  formation  is  necessary  for  the  interaction  between materials  and certain 

surface molecule on APCs.35,36
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Coupling of Nanoparticles with Adjuvants

Adjuvants are commonly added to vaccine formulations to enhance immunogenicity of poorly 

immunogenic antigens such as subunit vaccines or to shape the type of immune response, e.g., to 

increase cellular responses. For the same reasons particulate vaccine formulations may be combined 

with adjuvants. A variety of adjuvants are being used in clinical testing, marketed formulations as well 

as in research settings with different mode of actions. An important consideration is the risk of side 

effects by adjuvants. This is especially true for prophylactic vaccines which are given to healthy people 

and therefore have to fulfill the strongest safety criteria. For example cholera toxin and E. coli heat 

labile toxine (LT) are both very effective adjuvants for TCI and are very effective in humans.37 

Nonetheless considering the application of LT as patch against travelers’ diarrhea even the appearance 

of skin rashes and discoloration at the patch site may lead to the termination in a late clinical phase. At 

present, the choice of adjuvant is a compromise between necessity for adjuvanticity and minimal level of 

side effects.38 Nevertheless, combination of adjuvant, antigen and particulate carrier may reduce the 

dose of antigen as well as adjuvant required in the formulation and consequently minimize the risk of 

side effects of novel adjuvant candidates for prophylactic vaccines.39,40 Adjuvants may either be (1) 

simply co-administered with encapsulated antigen, (2) encapsulated in separate particles or (3) co-

encapsulated with the antigen in the same particle. Alternatively the particle surface may be decorated 

with the adjuvant by physical or chemical association (Fig. 2).

Recently, Bershteyn et al. showed that co-delivery of antigen with an adjuvant decorated on the 

surface of a particle  generates  humoral  as well  as cellular  immune responses at  ultra-low doses (at 

nanogram levels) of antigen and adjuvant.41 In the same study, the authors have shown that co-loading 

of antigen and adjuvant in the same particle after a single immunization was significantly advantageous 

compared with antigen and adjuvant delivered on separate particles. But this advantage was lost after a 

boost  immunization,  suggesting  that  after  boosting  it  does  no  longer  matter  whether  antigen  and 
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adjuvant were on the same or separate particles. However, conflicting results exist in literature, whether 

it is beneficial to co-encapsulate adjuvant and antigen in the same particles or admix the adjuvant just 

prior to immunization (either in solution or separately encapsulated) in order to generate long lasting 

immune responses.42,43

Future  studies  also  need  to  clarify  which  type  of  association  between  adjuvant  and particle 

should  be  preferred.  Conceivably  this  may depend on the  type  of  adjuvant  used.  For  example,  an 

adjuvant which has receptors expressed on the surface of APCs (e.g., some sugars such as mannose) will 

probably  benefit  from  being  displayed  on  the  particle  surface.  In  contrast,  encapsulation  of 

intracellularly  processed  adjuvants  will  possibly  generate  a  more  robust  immune  response  due  to 

enhanced  uptake  by  APCs  and  intracellular  delivery  compared  with  administration  as  solution.44 

Overall, combining adjuvant and antigen in particulate carriers either by (co-)encapsulation or admixing 

is an attractive approach to improve the efficacy of vaccines and reduce the cost of vaccination.

Conclusion

Altogether particle based vaccines hold great promise for TCI. However, their successful delivery is not 

without challenge. A product which makes it to the market probably needs to combine particles, antigen, 

adjuvant, and a device to achieve both a sufficient immunogenicity and sufficient permeation. This 

naturally increases the regulatory hurdles. At the same time production costs of the product should still 

be low to extend its affordability beyond the industrialized world. Some of the solutions presented in 

this overview raise hopes that this may indeed be achievable in the future.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of methods to enable or facilitate TCI: (A) transfollicular delivery, (B) 

mechanical dermabrasion, (C) jet injection of liquids or powders, (D) microneedles (Images are not drawn to 

scale)

Figure 2. Combinations of antigen and adjuvant in a particulate carrier: (A) adjuvants are co-administered with 

the encapsulated antigen, (B) antigen and adjuvant are encapsulated in separate particles, (C) antigen and 

adjuvant are co-encapsulated in same particle, (D) the particle surface is decorated with the antigen and/or the 

adjuvant by physical or chemical association.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of methods to enable or facilitate TCI: (A) transfollicular delivery, (B) 

mechanical dermabrasion, (C) jet injection of liquids or powders, (D) microneedles (Images are not drawn to 

scale)
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Figure 2. Combinations of antigen and adjuvant in a particulate carrier: (A) adjuvants are co-administered with 

the encapsulated antigen, (B) antigen and adjuvant are encapsulated in separate particles, (C) antigen and 

adjuvant are co-encapsulated in same particle, (D) the particle surface is decorated with the antigen and/or the 

adjuvant by physical or chemical association.
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